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MOTIVATION CD4+ T cells are critical for productive immune responses. Identifying and characterizing an-
tigen-specific CD4+ T cells are therefore crucial to assessing disease progression and developing potent
therapeutic interventions. However, there is enormous diversity in T cell receptors (TCRs) and MHCII anti-
gen sequences and specificities, both within an individual and across the human population, making it diffi-
cult to identify their antigen specificity at high throughput and sufficient depth to gain biological insight.
Currently available methods either do not support analyses across multiple alleles/epitopes or obscure
the cellular phenotype of the cells. To address this technological deficiency, we developed a robust plat-
form of MHCII protein production, custom epitope peptide loading, and multimer-based identification
and validated its application in infectious disease and cancer immunotherapy settings. This biochemical
and immunological toolbox could be used to identify any antigen-specific CD4+ T cell population in any dis-
ease indication.
SUMMARY
CD4+T cells are critical to the immunesystemandperformmultiple functions; therefore, their identification and
characterization are crucial to better understanding the immune system in both health and disease states.
However, current methods rarely preserve their ex vivo phenotype, thus limiting our understanding of their
in vivo functions. Here we introduce a flexible, rapid, and robust platform for ex vivo CD4+ T cell
identification. By combining MHCII allele purification, allele-independent peptide loading, and multiplexed
flow cytometry technologies, we can enable high-throughput personalized CD4+ T cell identification,
immunophenotyping, and sorting. Using this platform in combination with single-cell sorting and multimodal
analyses, we identified and characterized antigen-specific CD4+ T cells relevant to COVID-19 and cancer
neoantigen immunotherapy. Overall, our platform can be used to detect and characterize CD4+ T cells across
multiple diseases, with potential to guide CD4+ T cell epitope design for any disease-specific immunization
strategy.
INTRODUCTION

CD4+ T cells are an important component of the adaptive

immune system, exerting multiple direct and indirect functions

to drive immune responses.1,2 CD4+ T cells are activated

upon encounter with their cognate antigen displayed on the

surface of professional antigen-presenting cells (APCs) by ma-

jor histocompatibility complex class II (MHCII) molecules.3

Upon activation, CD4+ T cells can help B cells generate durable

and high-affinity antibodies, activate cytotoxic CD8+ T cells,

suppress immune activation through T regulatory subsets,
Cell Re
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and directly kill tumor and virally infected cells.1,4 These

functions are critical to driving robust immune responses in

many settings,1,4 such as viral infection and vaccination,4 and

more recently in the context of the ongoing COVID-19

pandemic.5 In the field of cancer immunotherapy, there

has been a recent focus on targeting MHCII epitopes to

help orchestrate CD4+ T cell-driven tumor rejection, which

has been demonstrated in both nonclinical and clinical

settings.6–9 Therefore, it is imperative to identify antigen-spe-

cific CD4+ T cells to guide downstream functional

characterization.
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Current methods for identifying antigen-specific CD4+ T cells

predominantly rely on antigen recall/stimulation and/or require

enrichment prior to characterization, all of which can distort

the ex vivo phenotype of these cells.10,11 Furthermore, these

methods rely on the upregulation of surface activation induced

markers (AIM),10 which can lead to a biased understanding of

the CD4+ T cell compartment because only cells that effectively

upregulate the markers of interest, including non-specific

bystander cells, are captured and analyzed. Not only do current

methods obscure the phenotype of antigen-specific T cells, but

they also lack sufficient sensitivity to detect multiple distinct

antigen-specific populations in a single sample. The most

direct means of ex vivo identification and analysis of multiple

antigen-specific CD4+ T cell populations has been MHCII

multimer analysis.

Reliable methods for MHCII allele production and epitope

loading have proven elusive, due to the structural and biological

nuances of MHCII, thus hindering the widespread and personal-

ized application of multimer technologies. Two polypeptide

chains, at least one of which is highly polymorphic, heterodimer-

ize to form the MHCII peptide-binding groove, leading to a large

combinatorial diversity of alleles in thehumanpopulation. In addi-

tion, unlike the length limitations for MHCI epitopes, MHCII

epitopes are presented with their termini protruding out of an

open-ended peptide-binding pocket, resulting in long epitopes

with potentially multiple binding registers12 that hinder accurate

binding predictions. In contrast toMHCImultimer and supporting

technologies, there is not a single robust means of MHCII allele

protein production and epitope loading. To produce soluble al-

leles, most investigators either directly refold MHCII ectodomain

polypeptide chains (derived from Escherichia coli inclusion

bodies) with free epitope13,14 or express folded MHCII with a

covalently linked epitope peptide in insect or mammalian

cells.15–17 These approaches, however, suffer from low

throughput and/or lack validation across many alleles and epi-

topes and no current technologies offer an on-demand and

allele-independent epitope loading strategy. To empower the

personalized ex vivo analysis and characterization of antigen-

specific CD4+ T cells, robust and on-demand MHCII allele pro-

duction, allele restriction deconvolution, epitope loading and

affinity quantification, and detection methods are needed.

Here we present a robust platform for rapid and high-

throughput CD4+ T cell multimer analysis. Using this technology,

we identified antigen-specific CD4+ T cells in the context of

COVID-19 and multiple cancer indications. In the context of

COVID-19, we were able to detect CD4+ T cells specific to mul-

tiple epitopes derived from the spike, membrane, and nucleo-

capsid proteins, demonstrating that multiple viral genes

generate central and effector memory CD4+ T cells with an anti-

gen-experienced phenotype. When coupled to high-dimen-

sional immunophenotyping and applied to cancer patients

treated with a personalized vaccine, our MHCII platform demon-

strated that vaccine-induced neoantigen-specific CD4+ T cells

were clonal, durable, and predominantly of a Th1 memory

phenotype, suggesting these cells may have an anti-tumor func-

tion.1 In conclusion, we present a robust platform for the ex vivo

investigation of antigen-specific CD4+ T cells across multiple

disease indications.
2 Cell Reports Methods 3, 100388, January 23, 2023
RESULTS

A robust platform for transient expression and
purification of loadable MHCII alleles
MHCII alleles rapidly adopt a non-receptive conformation for

peptide loading in the absence of a loaded peptide.18,19 There-

fore, to produce soluble MHCII alleles capable of downstream

epitope loading, we leveraged the documented success of cova-

lently linking a cleavable placeholder peptide to the beta allele

during production.15,17 In alignment with the general under-

standing of MHCII biogenesis and cellular trafficking (previously

reviewed20,21), the class II-associated invariant chain peptide

(CLIP) and variants thereof served as a placeholder peptide for

almost all alleles (Table S1). To aid in rapid and high-throughput

allele production, we designed all DNA expression vectors for

transient transfection and protein secretion from Expi293F

suspension culture (Figures 1A and 1B). For almost all alleles

produced, gel filtration chromatography revealed high- and

low-molecular-weight post-translationally modified (PTM) popu-

lations; in all cases, only the low PTM population was used for

multimer staining (Figure 1C). Using this production platform,

we purified 48 MHCII alleles to an average yield of �40 mg/L

transfected culture, corresponding to >80% European allele

coverage22–24 (Figure 1D and Table S1).

Soluble HLA-DM catalyzes rapid and complete peptide
exchange across HLA-DP, DQ, DR, and murine alleles
On-demand and universal MHCII epitope loading is a key chal-

lenge to the widespread application of CD4+ multimer technolo-

gies in diverse disease contexts. To overcome this, we sought to

replicate the natural ability of HLA-DM to load MHCII alleles with

epitopes. In APCs, full-length HLA-DM associates with full-

length MHCII to unload the CLIP and promote the loading of

high-affinity epitopes.20,21 Because almost all soluble MHCII al-

leles purified above are loaded with CLIP, we hypothesized that

recombinant soluble HLA-DM (HLA-sDM, see STAR Methods

and Figures S1A–S1C) could promote on-demand epitope

loading under similar in vivo (i.e., acidic) conditions.

To demonstrate epitope loading and measure the effect of

various catalysts over time, we developed a fluorescence polar-

ization (FP) assay to displace cleaved placeholder peptide with

allele-specific high-affinity FITC-labeled probes (Figure 2A and

Table S2). Except for someHLA-DP alleles, acidic reaction buffer

alone did not promote FITC-probe loading for most alleles

(Figures 2B and S2), with HLA-DQ and murine alleles being

particularly recalcitrant. Small-molecule chaperones for MHCII

loading have been previously described25,26; we tested if the

commonly used n-octyl-beta-D-glucopyranoside (OG) could

function as a universal catalyst.17,27,28 OG only promoted

FITC-probe loading on a subset of HLA-DR and -DP alleles

(Figures 2B and S2). In contrast, HLA-sDM successfully

promoted FITC-probe loading across all tested alleles at a

reasonable rate (<24 h) to support on-demand loading and

routine analysis (Figures 2B and S2).

We further modified the FP assay to quantify the relative affin-

ity of epitopes. By mixing high-affinity FITC-probes with specific

epitopes in the presence of HLA-sDM, we could measure the

relative affinity (half maximal inhibitory concentration [IC50]) and
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Figure 1. MHCII alleles covering a broad swath of the human population are produced as soluble heterodimers with cleavable peptide

placeholders from transiently transfected human cells

(A) Soluble MHC class II DNA construct design (see STAR Methods and Table S1 for details).

(B) Protein expression and purification strategies (with timelines) to generate MHCII protein ready for epitope loading, multimerization, and flow cytometry

staining.

(C) Example protein purification of biotinylated (via BirA) and thrombin-digested HLA-DRB4*01:03/DRA*01:01 heterodimer bound to the CLIP0 placeholder

(PVSKMRMATPLLMQA). Gel filtration chromatogram and SDS-PAGE gel shown, with purification fractions subsequently pooled for epitope loading and flow

cytometry staining indicated in red.

(D) European allele frequencies22–24 of MHCII alleles for which protein purification has been demonstrated (see Table S1).
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allele restriction for any given epitope (Figure 2C). We applied

this methodology to a set of predicted epitopes derived

from SARS-CoV-2 spike (S) antigen29,30 and successfully

quantified the relative binding affinity of S epitopes against

HLA-DRB1*07:01, DPB1*04:01/DPA1*01:03, and DQB1*06:02/

DQA1*01:02 (Figure 2D and Table S2). Overall, we have suc-

cessfully deployed this FP-competition assay for all alleles

tested thus far (29 out of 48) across HLA-DP, DQ, DR, andmurine

H2 (Table S3).

Finally, we sought to understand the degree of peptide loading

mediated by HLA-sDM. We performed an experiment in which

we isolated FITC-probe loaded MHCII protein after HLA-sDM

catalyzed exchange via anti-FITC immunoprecipitation (IP) fol-

lowed by SDS-PAGE analysis of the IP samples (Figures 2E

and 2F). Placeholder-loaded MHC II alleles underwent HLA-

sDM loading in the presence or absence of a FITC-labeled
peptide, were purified by size exclusion chromatography, and

immunoprecipitated with an anti-FITC monoclonal antibody.

For all three DP, DQ, and DR alleles tested, HLA-sDM was

able to drive complete FITC-peptide loading such that no

unloaded MHCII allele was detectable in the IP flowthrough (Fig-

ure 2F). To assess the stability and function of purified MHCII

protein after long-term frozen storage at �80�C, we tested the

epitope loading capability and aggregation propensity of one

DP allele. We compared a freshly purified sample and a >1-

year frozen aliquot of the same allele (DPB1*02:01/

DPA1*01:03) and found both to have the same affinity for a

FITC-probe (Figure S3A) and when analyzed via analytical SEC

did not show any aggregation, which would be expected at

5.5 min (Figure S3B). In addition, we analyzed the binding affinity

and aggregation profile for three additional DP, DQ, and DR

alleles and found no significant effect on binding performance
Cell Reports Methods 3, 100388, January 23, 2023 3
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or aggregation after repeated freeze and thaw cycles

(Figures S3C and S3D). In summary, HLA-sDM catalyzes univer-

sal epitope loading on all tested MHCII alleles and the FP assay

can be used to determine relative epitope binding affinity, thus

supporting the application of this technology to identify anti-

gen-specific CD4+ T cells.

pMHCII tetramers can detect multiple antigen
specificities in a single sample with high sensitivity
Having demonstrated the ability to produce soluble MHCII

alleles and load them with desired epitopes, we next sought to

establish robust detection using flow cytometry. Because

CD4+ T cell receptors (TCRs) are thought to have low affinity to-

ward their peptide-MHCII (pMHCII) antigens,31,32 we wanted to

determine if tetramerizing soluble pMHCII would be sufficient

for antigen-specific CD4+ T cell staining. We stained healthy

donor peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) stimulated

with the cytomegalovirus (CMV) pp65116-129 epitope using either

fluorescently labeled streptavidin (SA) or Klickmer (Immudex)

multimer scaffolds, both conjugated to biotinylated and CMV-

epitope loaded HLA-DRB1*01:01 ‘‘monomers.’’ Klickmers are

composed of a fluorescently labeled dextran scaffold decorated

with SA for conjugating pMHCII monomers (maximum potential

valency of 28 pMHCII/scaffold), yielding a high-avidity staining

reagent for detecting low-affinity CD4+ TCRs. When compared

with Klickmers of different valencies (i.e., monomer concentra-

tions), pMHCII SA-tetramers were able to detect the antigen-

specific CD4+ T cell population at an equivalent frequency and

slightly higher staining index (Figure S4A), indicating that our

pMHCII tetramers are sufficient for staining antigen-specific

CD4+ T cells.

Next, we sought to understand the limit of sensitivity for

pMHCII tetramer staining. To generate a multi-epitope sample,

we induced ex vivo responses in healthy donor PBMCs to

MHCII epitopes from influenza (HA1306-318), CMV (pp65116-129),

and HIV (Gag262-276). Using unstimulated PBMCs from the

same donor, we serially diluted the stimulated samples before

staining to assess sensitivity (Figure S4B). Based on the diluted

samples and low background staining with an irrelevant CLIP-

MHCII tetramer, we determined that the limit of sensitivity is

R10 events and a tetramer-positive frequency of R0.001%

(Figure S4B).

Because clinical samples are limited and contain many T cell

reactivities, we evaluated the ability to simultaneously identify
Figure 2. Soluble HLA-DM catalyzes rapid, on-demand, and universal

(A) Probe binding assay, whereby anMHCII allele bound to a cleaved placeholder

under catalyzed or uncatalyzed reaction conditions.

(B) Binding of FITC-probes was measured across three (un)catalyzed conditions

peptide bindingwas normalized to the 24-h HLA-sDMcatalyzed condition (SD sho

in red (see Table S2).

(C) Epitope competition assay, where fluorescent polarization is measured to

catalyzed conditions.

(D) Dose response IC50 curves of predicted29 SARS-CoV-2 spike (S)-derived ep

positive control were competed against an FITC-probe. Peptide binding was me

and Table S3; SD shown). Data are represented as mean ± SD.

(E) Experimental schematic of peptide exchange and anti-FITC immunoprecipita

(F) SDS-PAGE analysis of the anti-FITC immunoprecipitation load (L) and flowthro

SDS-PAGE gel has been cropped to just the region containing the unfolded MH
more than one antigen-specific CD4+ T cell population from a

single sample. To this end, we leveraged the demonstrated suc-

cess of combinatorial coding.33,34 Using the same viral multi-

epitope stimulated samples described above, we compared

tetramer frequencies using multi-epitope combinatorial coding

versus single-epitope approaches (see STAR Methods). Across

all antigens, the tetramer frequencies remained consistent be-

tween both staining approaches, indicating that combinatorial

coding of pMHCII tetramers does not hinder the detection of

multiple antigen-specific CD4+ T cells (Figure S4C). As a final

confirmation of staining specificity, we tested pMHCII tetramers

using uninduced healthy donor PBMCs to ensure they specif-

ically recognize CD4+ T cells. EBV-positive healthy donor

PBMCs were stained with DRB1*07:01 tetramers loaded with

EBNA2280-290 peptide. Tetramer staining was only detected on

CD4+ T cells and not among CD8+ T cells (Figure S4D).

pMHCII tetramers enable identification and
characterization of SARS-CoV-2 antigen-specific CD4+

T cells from convalescent COVID-19 donors
Because CD4+ T cells play critical roles in the response to viral

infections, we sought to identify and characterize SARS-CoV-

2-specific CD4+ T cells from convalescent COVID-19 PBMCs

using our MHCII tetramer platform (Table S4). We investigated

spike (S)-, nucleocapsid (N)-, and membrane (M)-derived epi-

topes that either we predicted29,30 or were reported to be reac-

tive35,36 in convalescent donors (see Table S5). Epitope/allele

pairs were verified using the above-described FP assay prior

to tetramer staining of convalescent COVID-19 PBMCs. SARS-

CoV-2-specific CD4+ T cells were found in all five donors tested,

including an immunodominant spike epitope (S166-182)
37; in one

donor (#51861), we simultaneously detected five unique speci-

ficities (Figures 3A, S5A and S5B). Overall, four out of five donors

produced CD4+ T cells specific to at least two viral proteins, and

two donors generated responses to all three proteins tested,

suggesting that our loadable MHCII platform could detect the

full range of CD4+ T cell antigen specificities generated upon

natural SARS-CoV-2 infection.

To further characterize SARS-CoV-2 antigen-specific CD4+

T cells, we analyzed phenotypic and functional expression

markers in three donors (#50833, #51861, and #53202) via flow

cytometry. All antigen-specific CD4+ T cells, regardless of the

specificity, were predominantly of central and effector memory

phenotypes (Figures 3B andS5C). Furthermore, when compared
MHCII peptide epitope loading

peptide is emptied and reloadedwith a high-affinity FITC-labeled peptide probe

via fluorescence polarization at four time points (see STAR Methods). Percent

wn). Data are represented asmean ±SD. FITC conjugation sites are underlined

quantify epitope peptide IC50 (affinity), and allele restriction under HLA-sDM

itopes. For each allele, predicted binders (P1-P4), non-binders (P5-P6), and a

asured via fluorescence polarization after 24-h incubation (see STAR Methods

tion used to determine the extent of HLA-sDM-catalyzed peptide loading.

ugh (FT) samples corresponding to three HLA alleles processed as shown in (E).

CII chains; note that MHCII a and b chains co-migrate.

Cell Reports Methods 3, 100388, January 23, 2023 5
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with bulk CD4+ T cells, antigen-specific cells upregulated ICOS

and PD1 expression (Figure 3C). Interestingly, while TIM3

expression was not upregulated on antigen-specific popula-

tions, CD4+ T cells that recognized the immunodominant

S166-182 epitope showed a marked upregulation in LAG3 expres-

sion (Figure 3C), suggesting that CD4+ T cells specific to this re-

gion may be functionally distinct from other SARS-CoV-2-spe-

cific CD4+ T cells. The ability to identify and phenotypically

characterize multiple SARS-CoV-2-specific CD4+ T cells may

provide additional insights into their function in the context of

natural infection or vaccination to COVID-19 and other infectious

diseases.

pMHCII tetramers allow for detailed phenotypic andTCR
profile analyses of neoantigen-specific CD4+ T cells
from vaccinated metastatic cancer patients
Given the importance of CD4+ T cells in anti-tumor responses

and clinical outcomes,6–9,38–43 we applied our MHCII technology

to identify and phenotypically characterize ex vivo antigen-spe-

cific CD4+ T cells in metastatic cancer patients. We evaluated

neoantigen-specific CD4+ T cells in peripheral blood from a

group of metastatic cancer patients (one lung cancer [L7], one

melanoma [M23], and two bladder cancer patients [B9, B10])

with measurable disease treated with a checkpoint inhibitor

(anti-PD-1) and the personalized neoantigen vaccine NEO-PV-

0142 (see Table S6). Epitopes incorporated into this vaccine

were identified from each patient’s tumor RNA sequence and

whole exome sequencing as previously described.42 These

patients were specifically selected because they exhibited

ex vivoCD4+ T cell responses based on our previously published

data.42 To verify MHCII allele restriction, previously identified

reactive epitopes were assayed for binding using the above-

described FP assay (Table S7). Using MHCII tetramers, neoanti-

gen-specific CD4+ T cell populations were detected from

patients across all three indications (Figures 4A, S6A, and

S6B). These responses were only detectable post-vaccination,

and neoantigen-specific CD4+ T cell populations were

detectable as late as 76 weeks post-vaccination (Figure 4B),

demonstrating that the MHCII platform can assess the durability

of low-frequency antigen-specific memory CD4+ T cell

populations.

To characterize these neoantigen-specific CD4+ T cells, we

sorted three of the six MHCII tetramer-positive responses

identified in patient L7 for single-cell sequencing analyses. The

protein antigen component of the Cellular Indexing of Transcrip-

tomes and Epitopes sequencing (CITE-seq44) platformwas used
Figure 3. SARS-CoV-2 antigen-specific CD4+ T cells identified with pM

express markers of activation

(A) Ex vivo pMHCII tetramer staining of SARS-CoV-2 antigen-specific CD4+ T cells

Table S4 for donor information). Donors were stained with MHCII alleles loaded

epitopes (see Table S5 for all alleles/epitopes tested and results). pMHCII tetram

background tetramer staining was assessed (Figure S5B). Flow plots show tetra

(n) counts observed.

(B) Phenotypic distribution of SARS-CoV-2 antigen-specific CD4+ T cells from

memory (EM), and naive subsets were defined by CD45RA and CD62L surface ex

50833, respectively) were not phenotypically characterized due to low event (n <

(C) Expression of activation and suppressive markers among SARS-CoV-2 antigen

as fold change in mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of SARS-CoV-2 antigen-spe
to define a total of 10 different CD4+ T cell-specific subsets

based on surface marker expression (Figures 4C, 4D, and

S6C–S6E). All three neoantigen-specific CD4+ T cell populations

were identified in the memory compartment (as defined by

CD45RO surface expression) and were predominantly of a

Th1 phenotype based on surface expression of CXCR3

(Figures 4C, 4D, S6D, and S6E). While all three neoantigen-spe-

cific populations generally clustered together (Figures 4C and

S6C), some differences between populations were observed,

such as the presence of a T regulatory-like subset (based on

co-expression of CD39 and CD2545) among ASP0043-DR12-

reactive CD4+ T cells42 (Figures 4D, S6D, and S6E). We further

assessed these L7 neoantigen-specific CD4+ T cells using sin-

gle-cell V(D)J sequencing and found them to be clonally

expanded, indicative of an immunogenic response (Figure 4E).

The top 10 antigen-specific TCR sequences comprised R25%

of all sorted tetramer-positive clones, compared with 100 top

TCRs from the tetramer-negative CD4+ T cell population needed

to reach the same cumulative frequency (Figure 4E). Interest-

ingly, although the top five TCR clones for each epitope had a

general Th1-like phenotype (except for the top ASP0043-DR12

clone, which was predominantly a T regulatory-like phenotype),

each clone featured a slightly different Th1 phenotype despite a

shared neoantigen specificity (Figures S6F and S6G). In sum-

mary, we applied our MHCII platform to identify and quantify

multiple personal neoantigen-specific CD4+ T cell responses

across multiple cancer indications, and combined with high-

dimensional, multimodal phenotypic, and sequencing technolo-

gies, wewere able to deeply characterize the phenotype of these

vaccine-induced neoantigen-specific CD4+ T cells.

DISCUSSION

The importance of antigen-specific CD4+ T cells as active drivers

of the immune response, particularly in the control of metastatic

cancers and infectious diseases, has been studied.1,4 However,

ex vivo cellular characterization has been historically challenging

due to their low-frequency, low-affinity pMHCII:TCR interac-

tions,31,32 and lack of robust detection approaches. Higher

valency reagents46,47 and CD4-affinity enhanced MHCII mole-

cules48,49 have been shown to improve detection of antigen-spe-

cific T cells, but universally engineering all alleles is challenging/

unfeasible. To address these shortcomings, we developed a

robust MHCII technology platform to identify and characterize

antigen-specific CD4+ T cells (Figure 5). We show here the

largest validated library of purified MHCII proteins, a sensitive
HCII tetramers are predominantly effector and central memory and

in five convalescent COVID-19 donor PBMCs using combinatorial coding (see

with SARS-CoV-2 spike (S)-, membrane (M)-, and nucleocapsid (N)-derived

er-positive populations were gated on CD4+ T cells (Figure S5A) and irrelevant

mer-positive frequencies as a percentage of total CD4+ T cells and total event

donors #50833, 51861, and 53202. Effector, central memory (CM), effector

pression (Figure S5C). Epitopes N218-232 and S353-359 (from donors #51861 and

20) counts. Graph shows percentage of bulk or antigen-specific CD4+ T cells.

-specific CD4+ T cells in donors #50833, 51861, and 53202. Expression shown

cific CD4+ T cells over bulk CD4+ T cells for each donor.

Cell Reports Methods 3, 100388, January 23, 2023 7
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quantification assay for measuring epitope affinity and allele

deconvolution, and a robust detectionmethod using flow cytom-

etry. Using the technology described here, we were able to

detect low-frequency (0.001%) antigen-specific CD4+ T cells

across HLA-DP, -DQ, and -DR alleles from COVID-19 convales-

cent subjects and metastatic cancer patients enrolled in a

personalized neoantigen vaccine trial.42 Our technology extends

and improves upon other MHCII multimer platforms that were

limited by efficiency, throughput, feasibility, and scalability

beyond model alleles and epitopes.

A key roadblock to deeply analyzing antigen-specific CD4+

T cell responses in clinical settings is generating many

epitope-MHCII allele combinations. Cancers with high somatic

mutations, such as melanoma, lung, and colorectal cancers,

can harbor �150 neoantigens per expressed gene in the

tumor.50 Combined with natural MHCII polymorphism,22–24 there

is the potential for a vast number of CD4+ T cell neoantigen reac-

tivities that would be impossible to analyze using current low-

throughput direct refolding and epitope loading methodologies.

The same case could be made for viruses, where the entirety of

each foreign gene may generate many CD4+ T cell epitopes for

evaluation. Thorough characterization of such high antigen reac-

tivities in diverse settings thus necessitates technologies to pro-

duce many alleles, assays to identify allele restrictions, and

methods for universal and high-throughput epitope loading.

Our platform allows for the rapid production of HLA-DP, -DQ,

and -DR alleles representing most of the European population

and with the potential to expand to any population. Commonly

used peptide exchange approaches rely on small-molecule cat-

alysts17,25,27,28 and/or multi-day incubation times, but these

have not been demonstrated across many alleles. A UV-sensi-

tive peptide exchange methodology has been described for

some HLA-DR alleles,51,52 but requires the design of allele-spe-

cific degradable placeholders. Our HLA-sDM-based peptide

exchange methodology overcomes these limitations by func-

tioning as a truly universal exchange catalyst to load antigenic

peptides onto any natural MHCII allele. Furthermore, HLA-

sDM-mediated exchange combined with an FP assay can mea-

sure epitope/allele affinity and verify peptide loading. This

approach improves upon commonly applied methodologies

that involve allele-specific radioactive ligands and multiallelic

mixtures to measure epitope affinity.53 FP-based binding assays

have been previously described for identifying MHCII epitopes,

but were limited to a subset of alleles and required long incuba-
Figure 4. In-depth pMHCII multimer characterization of neoantigen-sp

reveals clonal populations with memory and activated phenotypes

(A) Ex vivo pMHCII tetramer staining of neoantigen-specific CD4+ T cells fro

personalized peptide vaccine clinical trial for non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC)

possible, tetramers were combi-coded33 (Table S7 for all alleles/epitopes tested

irrelevant background tetramer staining was assessed (Figure S6B). Flow plots sh

event (n) counts observed.

(B) Durability of pMHCII tetramer-positive populations over the course of treatmen

applicable) PBMC samples were collected from patients and stained ex vivo. Va

(indicated with vertical dotted line). Horizontal dotted line indicates the limit of an

(C) UMAPwith clustering of bulk CD4+ T cells (outlined with the dotted line) and thr

the solid line), based on CITE antibodies (see key resources table for all antibodies

(D) CD4+ T cell phenotypes of NSCLC patient L7 bulk and pMHCII tetramer-pos

(E) Clonal distribution and abundance of TCRs sorted from each NSCLC patient
tion times.52,54 The FP assay described here has been demon-

strated for 28 MHCII alleles so far, is more rapid and robust

than those previously described,53,55 and was routinely de-

ployed to deconvolve the allele restriction of reactive epitopes

for flow analysis.

Given the importance of understanding T cell responses (and

their conservation among emerging viral variants56) during the

ongoing COVID-19 pandemic,5 we investigated the CD4+ T cell

response to COVID-19 using our MHCII technology. Although

we selected epitopes based on prediction and previously re-

ported reactivity,29,30,35,36 subsequent studies using orthogonal

approaches (upregulation of AIM and/or cytokines in convales-

cent subjects) confirmmany of these epitopes (or similar regions)

are immunogenic.57–59 Of note, the immunodominant S166-182

(HLA-DPB1*04:01) epitope we identified in three convalescent

donors has previously been shown to be associated with

circulating CD4+ T follicular helper cells (consistent with the up-

regulation of PD-1 and ICOS we observed), and was also

confirmed using MHCII tetramers.37 Furthermore, a recent study

characterizing a CD8+ T cell response to the same spike region

suggested suboptimal cellular priming based on their activation

phenotype,60,61 suggesting that the S166-182 epitope, for which

we detected upregulation of LAG3 on CD4+ T cells, may be a

broadly detrimental T cell antigen. Given the importance of

neutralizing antibodies, the crucial role that CD4+ T cells play in

helping B cells generate durable antibodies, and the magnitude

of CD4+ responses detected during SARS-CoV-2 infection,5 our

MHCII technology will help deepen an understanding of the

CD4+ compartment in COVID-19 and other infectious diseases.

The importance of CD4+ T cell anti-tumor responses and cor-

relations with clinical outcomes has been previously described

by us and others.6–9,38–43 Using our MHCII multimer platform,

we detected robust and durable neoantigen-specific CD4+

T cell responses in metastatic cancer patients at the post-vacci-

nation time point only, indicating the generation of de novo

immune responses from anti-PD-1 in combination with NEO-

PV-01 and consistent with our previous study.42 These neoanti-

gen-specific CD4+ T cells have a memory, Th1-like phenotype,

and potentially multiple anti-tumor functions.1 Using our MHCII

tetramers, we detected differences between these neoantigen-

specific subsets, notably a T regulatory-like population in L7-

ASP0043-specific CD4+ T cells. Although we were not able to

confirm this using the expression of the T regulatory transcription

factor FoxP3, the high expression of CD39 and CD25 suggests
ecific CD4+ T cells from a personalized peptide vaccine clinical trial

m PBMCs collected post-vaccination (week 20) from cancer patients on a

, melanoma, and bladder cancer42 (Table S6 for patient information). Wherever

), tetramer-positive populations were gated on CD4+ T cells (Figure S6A), and

ow tetramer-positive frequencies as a percentage of total CD4+ T cells and total

t. Pre-vaccination (week 10) and post-vaccination (weeks 20, 52, and 76 where

ccination with neoantigen peptides was conducted at approximately week 12

tigen-specific CD4+ T cell detection using pMHCII tetramers.

ee pMHCII tetramer-positive populations from NSCLC patient L7 (outlined with

). UMAP with overlaid unsupervised clustering defined 10 distinct populations.

itive populations, based on the expression of CITE antibodies.

L7 pMHCII tetramer-positive population and bulk CD4+ T cells.
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Figure 5. Strategy to investigate any potential CD4+ response via the pMHCII technology platform

Step 1: MHCII alleles can be purified in parallel to epitope identification (via computational prediction and/or immunogenicity screening). Step 2: Candidate

epitope/allele pairs are validated using the FP assay. Step 3: Epitope peptides of interest are loaded onto MHCII via HLA-sDM to create the pMHCII antigen for

staining. Step 4: pMHCII is multimerized via conjugation to fluorescent streptavidins and subsequently combi-coded to stain CD4+ T cells (here, three distinct

antigen-specific CD4+ T cell populations are combi-coded, each with a unique two-color combination). Step 5: Stained antigen-specific CD4+ T cells can be

further analyzed for expression markers through flow cytometry and/or sorted for single-cell analyses.
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that this subset is likely a T regulatory population.45 This in-depth

phenotyping using ourMHCII multimers can provide insights into

the mechanisms and functions of CD4+ T cells in the context of

cancer progression and treatments. Future correlations of

CD4+ T cell phenotype with clinical outcome could demonstrate

the utility of MHCII multimers as a tool for biomarker discovery to

guide clinical decision making.

In summary, we describe a robust MHCII platform that can

identify and characterize CD4+ T cells across many disease
10 Cell Reports Methods 3, 100388, January 23, 2023
settings. By coupling rapid allele generation, epitope prediction

and validation, peptide loading, and detection, we offer a

comprehensive pipeline for identifying antigen-specific CD4+

T cells, without relying on methods that limit the depth of

ex vivo phenotypic characterization (Figure 5). We believe this

technology can be used to provide deep and comprehensive

insights into CD4+ T cell-mediated immunity beyond model al-

leles and epitopes, and beyond cancer and infectious disease

settings.
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Limitations of the study
Successful identification of antigen-specific CD4+ T cells

depends on properly defining the peptide epitopes to which

they are reactive, a process that usually starts with in silico pre-

diction. Here, we show that once a peptide epitope is nominated

for study, its allele restriction and binding affinity can be vali-

dated with an in vitro assay. Combinatorial coding of fluorescent

pMHCII tetramers is limited by available streptavidin fluoro-

chromes and their non-specific binding profiles to CD4+

T cells—future higher dimensional applications of pMHCII multi-

mers (i.e., detectingmultiple antigen specificities per sample) will

depend on either the introduction of new fluorochromes or

coupling to next generation nucleic acid sequencing technolo-

gies (e.g., DNA barcodes).
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Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

Thrombin, Bovine Millipore Sigma Cat # 605157-1KU

MHC class II alleles This manuscript Table S1

HLA-DM This manuscript N/A

BirA This manuscript N/A

Gammabind Plus Sepharose Cytiva Cat # 17088602

Dasatinib Sigma-Aldrich Cat # CDS023389

Benzonase Millipore Sigma Cat # 70746

d-biotin solution AVIDITY Cat # BIO200

Fluorescent FITC conjugated peptides This manuscript Table S2

SARS-CoV-2 S HLAII epitopes This manuscript Tables S3 and S5

NEO-PV-01 HLA II epitopes This manuscript Table S7

Viral peptide This manuscript Table S7

Critical commercial assays

Expi293TM Expression System Kit ThermoFisher Cat # A14635

ExpiCHOTM Expression System Kit ThermoFisher Cat # A29133

Pan T cell Isolation Kit, human Miltenyi Biotec Cat # 130-096-535

Chromium Next GEM Single Cell 50

Kit v2, 4 rxns

10X Genomics Cat # 1000265

Chromium Next GEM Chip K Single

Cell Kit, 16 rxns

10X Genomics Cat # 1000287

Library Construction Kit, 16 rxns 10X Genomics Cat # 1000190

50 Feature Barcode Kit, 16 rxns 10X Genomics Cat # 1000256

Chromium Single Cell Human TCR

Amplification Kit, 16 rxns

10X Genomics Cat # 1000252
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MiSeq Reagent Kit v2 (500-cycles) Illumina Cat # MS-102-2003

MiSeq Reagent Kit v2 (300-cycles) Illumina Cat # MS-102-2002

Experimental models: Cell lines

Expi293FTM Cells ThermoFisher Cat # A14528

ExpiCHO-STM Cells ThermoFisher Cat # A29127

Recombinant DNA

pcDNATM3.4 TOPOTM TA ThermoFisher Cat # A14697

Software and algorithms

Unicorn software v7.1 Cytiva N/A

Liberty Blue operating Application

Software v1.50.5913.17379

CEM N/A

Liberty Prime operating Application

Software v3.16.7711.19275

CEM N/A

Waters MassLynx software v4.1 Waters N/A

Waters Empower software v3

(feature release 4)

Waters N/A

EnVision Manager v1.13 PerkinElmer N/A

FACSDiva software v9.0 BD Biosciences N/A

BD FACSAria software v8.0.1 BD Biosciences N/A

MiSeq Control Software v2.6.2.1 Illumina N/A

FloJo software v10.8 FlowJo Software (for Windows)

Becton, Dickinson and

Company; 2019.

https://www.flowjo.com/

GraphPad Prism v9 GraphPad Software, La Jolla

California, USA

https://www.graphpad.com/

Cell Ranger software v6.0.1 10X Genomics N/A

R package Seurat software v4.0.4 Main Reference #64 N/A

ComplexHeatmap R package Main Reference #65 N/A

DescTools R package Main Reference #66 Httpscranr-Proj https://cran.r-project.org/package=DescTools
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to andwill be fulfilled by the lead contact, John Srouji

(john.srouji@biontech.us).

Materials availability
All unique/stable reagents generated in this study are available from the lead contact upon reasonable request with a completedMa-

terials Transfer Agreement.

Data and code availability
d The datasets generated and analyzed in this study will be shared by the lead contact upon reasonable request.

d This paper did not report original code.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon reason-

able request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Healthy donor and patient samples
PBMCs from one melanoma, one NSCLC, and two bladder cancer patients (see Table S6) were collected and processed as part of a

clinical trial evaluating a personalized neoantigen vaccine (NEO-PV-01) in combination with anti-PD-1 clinical trial (NCT02897765).42
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The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and with approval by the Institutional Review Board at each

participating site and written informed consent was obtained for all patients. Information related to demographics (age, gender, dis-

ease status) can be found in Table S6 and additional information related to patient samples and the clinical study has been previously

published.42

We selected convalescent COVID-19 PBMCs (from Precision for Medicine) from donors with >30 days between SARS-CoV-2

testing and blood draw (see Table S4). Donors were additionally pre-selected based on the presence of common HLA class II alleles.

Purified PBMCswere frozen down at a concentration of�5.03 106 cells/mL. Peptides used in multimer analysis were selected using

the following strategy: (a) prediction using an in-house algorithm29 and/or previously reported35,36 SARS-CoV-2 epitopes. (b) Iden-

tification of allele restriction and binding affinities via the FP assay. For additional demographic information, please refer to Table S4.

These donors were not affiliated with a clinical study and, aside from COVID-19 infection, were otherwise disease-free.

Healthy donor leukopaks were sourced from the StemExpress Stem Cell Collection Center and PBMCs were isolated in-house

(see Table S6 for healthy donor information, including demographics). PBMCs were isolated using density gradient centrifugation

in SepMate �50 (IVD) tubes (StemCell Technologies) containing Ficoll-Paque PLUS (GE). Blood collected from the leukopaks was

diluted 1:1 with 1X PBS (Thermo Fisher). Twenty-five milliliters (25 mL) of blood was then carefully layered on top of 20 mL of

Ficoll-Paque PLUS in each tube. Tubes were centrifuged at 1000xg for 20 min with the centrifuge deceleration brake off to prevent

disruption of the Ficoll layer. Plasma and PBMCs were then collected in new 50 mL conical tubes and diluted 1:1 with 1X PBS. The

tubes were centrifuged at 450xg for 5 min. The plasma supernatant was discarded and red blood cells in the PBMC pellet were

removed by resuspending the cell pellet in 20 mL of ACK lysis buffer (Thermo Fisher) and incubating on ice for 5 min. Isolated

PBMCs were then centrifuged at 450xg for 5 min, the supernatant was discarded, and cells were resuspended in RPMI

GlutaMAXmedia (Thermo Fisher) supplemented with 10% (v/v) FBS. Cells were counted and resuspended in the appropriate amount

of freeze media (FBS supplemented with 10% (v/v) DMSO) for vials at a 403 106 cell/vial concentration. CoolCell freezing containers

(Corning) were used for controlled rate freezing at�80�C for 24 h and cells were then moved to the liquid nitrogen tank for long-term

storage.

METHOD DETAILS

Soluble MHCII protein construct design, expression, and purification
Soluble MHC class II DNA construct design is based on Day et al.17 Each heterodimeric class II MHC allele is encoded with beta and

alpha ectodomains separated by a P2A ribosomal skipping sequence and under the control of a constitutive CMV promoter

(pcDNA3.4 – Thermo Fisher Scientific). Preceding each allele is its natural signal sequence for secretion into mammalian culture

supernatant. At the N-terminus of the beta allele is a placeholder peptide (see Table S1 for each allele-specific placeholder

sequences) separated by a thrombin-cleavable linker peptide. Following each allele is a heterodimeric coiled coil motif (Jun following

beta, Fos following alpha) and tag (biotin acceptor peptide (BAP) following beta, 10X-histidine tag following alpha).

Expi293F cells (Thermo Fisher Scientific) were cultured, maintained, and transiently transfected according to the manufacturer’s

recommendations in Optimum Growth Flasks (Thompson Instrument Company), shaking at 125 rpm with 8% CO2. Briefly, healthy

cells (grown at 37�C,R95%viable, and at�3.03 106 cells/mL) were transfectedwith ExpiFectamine293 and the appropriate soluble

MHCII construct DNA at a final concentration of 0.5 mg DNA per mL of culture and maintained at 32�C. Transfection kit enhancers 1

and 2were added 18 h post-transfection at the recommended volumes. Cultureswere harvested after 6 days of transient transfection

via centrifugation at 16,000xg for 45 min at 4�C, after which the supernatant was filtered through a 0.22 mm regenerated cellulose

membrane. Filtered supernatant was supplemented with 40 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 300 mM NaCl, 23% (v/v) glycerol, and 1 mM

PMSF prior to protein purification.

Soluble MHCII protein was purified from the media using HisTrap Excel media on an AKTA Pure running Unicorn software v7.1

(Cytiva). After sample application, IMAC media was washed with 20 column volumes (CV) of wash buffer (25 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0,

300 mM NaCl, 10% (v/v) glycerol, 15 mM imidazole, pH 8.0) and protein eluted with 5 CV of elution buffer (25 mM Tris-HCl pH

8.0, 300 mM NaCl, 10% (v/v) glycerol, 250 mM imidazole, pH 8.0). Protein-containing fractions were subsequently pooled, concen-

trated, and desalted into 1X PBS using a HiPrep 26/10 Desalting column (Cytiva). Desalted protein was pooled and simultaneously

digested with bovine thrombin (Sigma-Aldrich; 0.3 U thrombin per 10 mg of MHCII protein) and biotinylated with in-house produced

E. coli BirA (5.5 mg BirA per 10 nmol of MHCII protein; final MHCII protein concentration in reaction%15 mM) overnight at room tem-

perature. Digested and biotinylated MHCII protein was finally purified via size exclusion chromatography using a Superdex 200 10/

300 GL increase column (Cytiva) equilibrated with 1X PBS +16% (v/v) glycerol. Fractions corresponding to the low post-translation-

ally modified population (typically centered at �13 mL retention volume) were identified via SDS-PAGE, pooled, and concentrated

using Amicon Ultracel 30K MWCO regenerated cellulose devices to�2 mg/mL. Aliquots of 50 mL were snap frozen in liquid nitrogen

and stored at �80�C until peptide exchange and multimer staining.

Soluble HLA-DM construct design, expression, and purification
The HLA-sDMDNA construct is designed similarly to the soluble MHCII construct (also inserted into pcDNA3.4). HLA-DMB andHLA-

DMA ectodomains were fused to C-terminal biotin acceptor peptide (BAP) or 10X-histidine tags, respectively, and separated by an

F2A ribosomal skipping sequence. Both ectodomains were linked to N-terminal secrecon signal sequences62,63 to promote secretion
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into the culture media. ExpiCHO-S cells (Thermo Fisher Scientific) were cultured, maintained, and transfected according to manu-

facturer’s recommendations forMaximumTiter in OptimumGrowth Flasks (Thompson Instrument Company) at 125 rpm shakingwith

8% CO2. Briefly, healthy cells (grown at 37�C, R95% viable, and �6.0 3 106 cells/mL) were transfected with ExpiFectamine CHO

reagent and HLA-sDM construct DNA at a final concentration of 1.0 mg DNA per mL culture and maintained at 37�C for 18 h. Per the

manufacturer’s recommendations, ExpiFectamine CHO kit enhancers 1 and 2 were subsequently added and the culture transferred

to 32�C. On day 5 post-transfection, ExpiCHO Feed was added to the culture and maintained at 32�C for another 9 days (14 days

total). The culture was harvested via centrifugation at 16,000xg for 45 min at 4�C, after which the supernatant was filtered through

a 0.22 mm regenerated cellulose membrane. Filtered supernatant was supplemented with 40 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 300 mM NaCl,

23% (v/v) glycerol, and 1 mM PMSF prior to IMAC protein purification using HisTrap Excel media (Cytiva), as described above for

soluble MHCII proteins. Protein-containing IMAC elution fractions (as determined by SDS-PAGE) were pooled and concentrated us-

ing Amicon Ultracel 30KMWCO regenerated cellulose devices to�8mg/mL. Final purification yield is typically�20mg/L transfected

culture. Aliquots of 50 mL were snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at �80�C until peptide exchange.

MHCII FITC-peptide probe synthesis and purification
To reduce FITC degradation, exposure to light was minimized during all steps of synthesis and purification. FITC-labeled peptide

probes were synthesized using Fmoc-protected amino acids and a solid-phase peptide synthesis (SPPS) strategy on a CEM Liberty

Blue HT24 microwave synthesizer operating Application Software v1.50.5913.17379 and CEM Liberty Prime instrument operating

Application Software v3.16.7711.19275. Fmoc-Lys(IvDde)-OH was incorporated at the desired FITC-label position during synthesis

for each specific sequence (see Table S2). After sequential amino acid addition was complete, all peptides were acetylated at the

N-terminus by using acetic anhydride and diisopropylethylamine (DIEA) in N-methylpyrrolidone (NMP) and dimethylformamide

(DMF), followed by Lys(IvDde) side chain deprotection with hydrazine in DMF. An equimolar quantity of fluorescein-5-isothiocyanate

in DMF was added to the deprotected peptide resin along with DIEA to label the free lysine side chain at room temperature for 1–2 h.

Afterward, peptide was cleaved from the solid support (using 95% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA), 2.5% water, 2.5% triisopropylsilane

(TIS)) at room temperature, washed and precipitated in cold diethyl ether, reconstituted in 1:1 acetonitrile:water, and lyophilized.

FITC-labeled peptides were purified via reverse phase HPLC on aWaters Autopurification Systemwith Waters 2767 Sample Man-

ager andWaters SQD2Mass Spectrometer operating Waters MassLynx software v4.1 and a Phenomenex Luna C18 purification col-

umn (100Å, 10mm, 30mm3 250mm). For each peptide, a specific elution gradient of 0.05%TFA inwater (mobile phase A) and 0.05%

TFA in acetonitrile (mobile phase B) was used. After elution, fractions were immediately pooled, frozen, and lyophilized for at least 48

h. Peptide purity andmolecular weight were determined by UPLC/MS on aWaters H-Class UPLCwith PDAUV detector (at the wave-

length of 214 nm) and QDa mass detector operating Waters Empower software v3 (feature release 4) and Waters Acquity UPLC

Peptide BEH C18 analytical column (130Å, 1.7mm, 2.1 mm3 100 mm). The UPLC mobile phases A and B were 0.100% TFA in water

and 0.085% TFA in acetonitrile, respectively, with a flow rate of 0.50 mL/min. All peptides were purified toR88% purity. FITC-pep-

tides were stored as lyophilized powder at �80�C until reconstitution in 100% DMSO at 10 mM immediately before use.

Fluorescence polarization (FP) assay
Fluorescence polarization (FP) based assays were developed to either assess the effect of catalysts on peptide exchange (direct

loading of FITC-probes) or the IC50 of putative epitope peptides (competition assay). For assessing the loading kinetics of FITC-pep-

tide probes, soluble MHCII protein (125 nM) was incubated with 20 nM of the corresponding allele-specific FITC-peptide FP probe

(see Table S2) in either assay buffer alone (100 mM sodium acetate pH 5.2, 50 mM NaCl, 0.01% (v/v) Tween 20), or in combination

with either 0.2% (w/v) octyl glucoside or 187.5 nM HLA-sDM in a final reaction volume of 45 mL in a 384-well Optiplate (Perkin Elmer).

The plate was incubated at 37�C and fluorescence polarization measured after 5 min, 1, 4, and 24 h, as described below for the

competition assay.

Formeasuring the IC50 of putative epitope peptides,MHCII protein (at an allele-specific concentration; Table S2), its corresponding

FITC-peptide FP probe (at an allele-specific concentration; Table S2), HLA-sDM protein (at 1.5x [MHCII protein]), and an epitope

peptide were incubated in assay buffer in a 384-well Optiplate at 37�C for 18 h. Fluorescence polarization was measured using

an EnVision 2104 Multilabel Plate Reader (operating EnVision Manager v1.13) and ‘‘Optimized FITC FP Dual Emission Label’’ optics

(Perkin Elmer) at 480 nm excitation and 535 nm emission wavelengths.

Percent bound peptide was calculated using the following formula:��
1 �

�
sampleFP� freeFP

no peptideFP� freeFP

��
3 100%

�

where ‘‘sampleFP’’ is the fluorescence polarization value for theMHCII + FITC-probe + epitope condition, ‘‘freeFP’’ is the fluorescence

polarization value of the FITC-probe alone, and ‘‘no peptideFP’’ is the fluorescence polarization value for the MHCII + FITC-probe

condition (note that HLA-sDM is present across all conditions). Graphpad Prism v9 was used for data analysis. Percent bound

peptide versus log10 peptide concentration were fit using the equation:

Y = Bottom+
ðTop � BottomÞ�

1+ 10ððLogIC50 �XÞ�HillSlopeÞ�
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where ‘‘Bottom’’ and ‘‘Top’’ are lowest and highest percent bound, X is log10 peptide concentration and IC50 is 50% inhibition

concentration.

Immunoprecipitation for epitope loading efficiency
MHCII protein alleles were loaded with FITC labeled peptides in presence of HLA-sDM as described in the previous section. Briefly,

10 mM of MHCII protein was incubated with 100 mM of FITC-labelled peptide in exchange buffer (100 mM sodium acetate pH 5.2,

50 mM NaCl, and 5 mM HLA-sDM) for 18 h at 37�C. As a negative control for no epitope loading, MHC II protein was incubated in

exchange buffer without any FITC-probe. Post-reaction samples were purified via size exclusion chromatography using a Superdex

200 10/300 GL increase column (Cytiva) in 1X PBS as described for MHCII protein purification. The SEC fractions containing MHCII

protein were pooled as described for MHCII protein purification above and concentrated prior to immunoprecipitation (IP). In prep-

aration for IP, 30 mg of FITC monoclonal antibody (clone #1F8-1E4, ThermoFisher) was captured on 50 mL of Gammabind Plus

Sepharose (Cytiva) slurry in PBST buffer (1X PBS +0.01% (v/v) Tween 20) for 1 h at room temperature. Following incubation, the

beads were washed and incubated with 10 mg of SEC-purified post-exchange MHCII protein samples in PBST for 1 h at room

temperature. The beads were centrifuged at 300xg for 1 min and flow through were collected. Both immunoprecipitation (IP) load

and flow through were reduced, denatured, and analyzed on 10% Criterion XT Bis-Tris Protein Gel (BIO-RAD) to determine how

much MHCII protein remained unloaded with FITC-probe post-exchange with HLA-sDM.

Analytical SEC of MHCII protein stability
To assess the appearance of MHCII protein aggregates over time due to storage, samples were subjected to a defined number of

freeze/thaws and analyzed for the presence of a void fraction peak via analytical SEC on an HPLC instrument. A Phenomenex BioSep

5 mmSEC-s4000 500 Å LC column was used on an Agilent HPLC with 1260 Infinity II Bio-inert Pump and 1260 Infinity II MWDetector

operated by OpenLab CDS workstation v2.7. MHCII protein samples were diluted to 1mM, loaded onto the column equilibrated with

PBS and monitored via OD230 at 1 mL/min. High molecular weight aggregates were monitored at a retention time of 5.5 min.

Epitope loading for multimer analysis
Epitopes for convalescent COVID-19 donor analysis were initially selected based on a combination of neon-mhc2 predictions29 and

previously reported reactivities,35,36 allele restrictions were subsequently determined using the FP assay. MHCII alleles were loaded

with epitopes via HLA-sDMcatalysis as described above (epitope lengths ranged from 15–17 amino acids long; stockswere stored in

100% DMSO at 10 mM). In a 96-well polypropylene microtiter plate, 5 mM soluble MHCII protein (henceforth referred to as ‘‘mono-

mer’’) was incubated in exchange buffer (100 mM sodium acetate pH 5.2, 50 mM NaCl, and 5 mM HLA-sDM) with 100 mM epitope

peptide (dissolved in 100% DMSO) in a final volume of 100 mL. Epitope-loading reactions proceeded overnight at 37�C in a

96-well plate to ensure complete peptide exchange across all alleles considered. After incubation, the plate was centrifuged at

3300xg for 10 min to remove aggregates, and the supernatant transferred and neutralized with 2X PBS final concentration.

Exchanged pMHCII monomers were either freshly conjugated with fluorochrome-labeled streptavidin (see below) or stored uncon-

jugated at �80�C until future use.

MHCII multimerization, staining, and activation panel
During all steps of multimerization and staining, care was taken to shield the samples from light. Combinatorial coding33,34 was

applied for simultaneous ex vivo detection of multiple pMHCII reactivities in PBMC samples via flow cytometry. Exchanged pMHCII

monomers (at 0.1 mg/mL or 1.6 mM) were incubated with fluorochrome-conjugated streptavidin (SA) at a 4:1 pMHCII:SA molar ratio

on ice for 30 min. Afterward, 25 mM free biotin was added to block any unoccupied SA binding sites and incubated on ice for 10 min.

Multimers were subsequently centrifuged at 3300xg for 10 min to remove aggregates and the resulting supernatants were subse-

quently pooled appropriately.

PBMCs were thawed and treated with 0.025 U/mL benzonase and 50 nM dasatinib (Sigma-Aldrich) at 37�C for 20 min in RPMI me-

dia supplemented with 10% (v/v) FBS. Afterward, PBMCs were centrifuged at 450xg for 5 min and washed once in FACS buffer (1X

PBS, 0.5% (w/v) BSA, 50 nMdasatinib). PBMCswere then resuspendedwith the pooledmultimer mixture in a final staining volume of

50 mL for up to 3million cells per sample with FACS buffer. Samples were incubated with multimers at 37�C for 1 h, and subsequently

stained with the appropriate surface antibodies for 30 min on ice (see key resources table). After incubation, samples were washed

twice with FACS buffer and resuspended in 200 mL FACS buffer. Samples were acquired on a BD LSR Fortessa X-20 instrument

equipped with 355, 405, 488, 561, and 640 nm lasers and FACSDiva software version 9.0.

Flow cytometry analysis
Combinatorial coding33 was applied whenever possible, in which each pMHCII antigen is conjugated to two distinct streptavidin flu-

orophores. Up to four different streptavidin fluorophores were used to analyze up to six different pMHCII color combinations in a sin-

gle pool. Streptavidin based PE, APC multimers were used at 0.5mg/mL while PE-CF594 and BV711 multimers were used at 0.4 and

2 mg/mL respectively. To identify a positive multimer response, the following strategy was applied: (a) Selection of CD4+ cells (see

Figures S5A and S6A for full gating strategies). (b) Selection of CD4+ T cells that were specifically double-positive for the two different

streptavidin fluorophores assigned to the relevant epitope and negative for the other two colors via Boolean gating. This selected
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population was overlaid on the total CD4+ population. (c) A multimer frequency of R0.001% (of CD4+) with at least ten events.

Positive multimer responses were confirmed with a second and separate multimer staining where at least one of the streptavidin

fluorophores from the initial staining was changed to a different fluorophore. For low-frequency antigen-specific CD4+ T cell popu-

lations, some variation inmeasuredmultimer positive frequencies may be observed within the same patient/donor due to PBMC vial-

to-vial variation. The irrelevant peptide control for every MHCII allele was included in the confirmation staining to assess background

staining. FlowJo software (FlowJo v10.8) was used for data analysis.

T cell induction in healthy donor samples
For T cell inductions, healthy donor human PBMCswere stimulated with peptide as described previously.30 Briefly, PBMCwere incu-

bated with viral peptides (influenza (HA1306-318), CMV (pp65116-129), and HIV (Gag262-276)), cultured in presence of IL-7 and IL-15

(CellGenix GmbH, Germany), matured, and harvested.

Cell sorting and CITEseq antibody labeling
PBMCs from patient NSCLC-L7 were thawed and T-cells were isolated using the human Pan T cell Isolation Kit (Miltenyi Biotec)

according to manufacturer’s recommendations. Isolated T cells were treated with 0.025 U/mL benzonase and 50 nM dasatinib

(Sigma-Aldrich) in RPMI media supplemented with 10% (v/v) FBS. Cells were centrifuged at 450xg for 5 min and washed once

with FACS buffer. Cells were resuspended in a pooled multimer mix made in FACS buffer at a final volume of 50 mL for up to 3 million

cells before incubating with multimers for 45 min at 37�C CCR7 and CXCR5 TotalSeq-C antibodies (Biolegend) were added to the

cells and incubated at 37�C for 15 min. Cells were then stained with Live/Dead dye (Near IR) and a panel of 17 TotalSeq-C surface

antibodies (Biolegend, key resources table) and incubated for 30 min on ice. After incubation, cells were washed twice with FACS

buffer and resuspended in 200 mL of FACS buffer. Cells were analyzed on a BD FACS Aria Fusion cell sorter equipped with 405,

488, 561, and 640 nm lasers and FACSDiva software version 8.0.1. For patient NSCLC-L7, four different CD4+ (Live CD3+ CD4+

CD8�) T cell populations were sorted: bulk, ASP0064 + DRB1*07:01, ASP0034 + DRB1*07:01, and ASP0043 + DRB1*12:01 (see Fig-

ure S6A for full gating strategy).

Single-cell TCR and surface epitope sequencing
Aria cell counts were used to determine the total number of cells sorted for each population. Sorted cells were processed for TCRV(D)

J sequencing (Chromium Next GEMSingle Cell 50 Reagent Kits v2 (Dual Index), 10X Genomics), according to manufacturer’s recom-

mendations. After Gel beads-in-EMulsion Reverse Transcription (GEM-RT) reaction and clean-up, PCR amplification was performed

to generate subsequent libraries for sequencing. V(D)J library (Chromium Single Cell Human TCR Amplification Kit) and cell surface

protein library (50 Feature Barcode Kit) were prepared according to manufacturer’s recommendations. cDNA libraries were QC-ed

using the Bioanalyzer and Agilent High Sensitivity DNA Kit. Sequencing libraries were quantified using KAPA Library Quantification

Kits - Complete kit and the LightCycler 480 (Roche). The libraries for all the four sorted populations were pooled and sequenced on

the Illumina MiSeq platform operating MiSeq Control Software v2.6.2.1.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Single cell CITE/TCR analysis
Cell Ranger version 6.0.1 (10X Genomics) was used to align raw sequencing data from the CITE library with the ‘count’ option

selected, using a custom panel of antibodies. R package Seurat 4.0.464 was used for downstream analysis of data acquired from

the Cell Ranger count. We filtered cells that had more than 3000 unique molecular identifiers (UMI). Data was normalized using

the CLR method64 scaled by the ScaleData function using all available antibodies (except for CTLA4, KLRG1, 41BB, LAMP1,

TIM3, CX3CR1, HLA Class II and CD57, which had low expression and off-target binding) and analyzed using principal component

analysis (PCA). A UMAP dimensionality reduction was performed using the first 15 PCA to obtain a two-dimensional representation of

the cell states. For clustering, we applied the FindClusters function with resolution of 0.6. For heatmap representation we used mean

expression of protein markers inside each cluster. Heatmaps were built with ComplexHeatmap R package.65 To analyze TCR clon-

ality, we excluded all TCR sequences that did not correspond to a cell barcode in the CITE library (post quality control). Gini

coefficients were computed using the DescTools R package.66

Statistical analysis
All analyses were performed in either the R language and environment for statistical computing (version 4.0.4) or GraphPad Prism

(version 9). Likewise, all figures were created using an R script on the ‘‘ggplot2’’ package67 or GraphPad Prism. All the statistical

details of experiments can be found in the figure legends and results, including the statistical test used and sample size for each

experiment.
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